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Each of Italy's twenty regions have unique culinary traditions that inspire around the world, 
food industry, from meat and dairy products to fruits, vegetables, and wine.

Learn more https://madeinitalv.Qov.it/aarifood/

The #belT campaign details Italy’s extraordinary agri-

Italian Prime Minister Draghi at the European Parliament. #StandwithUkraine

Sustainability In Italy!

Italian agriculture is among the most sustainable in Europe, with the lowest C02 emissions—all while boasting hundreds of national products 
recognized by the EU, over 500 geographically protected wines, and 5,155 traditional regional products.
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Now on display at the Italian Embassy , 3CODESIGN connects Italian design and environmental sustainability. Today, let's spotlight three objects 
in the exhibit that exemplify reducing waste.

1. @ferragamo: Rainbow Future
These shoes, crafted in organic crocheted cotton, are lined in leather finished with zero C02 emissions or water consumption.

2. @martina.taranto: Serie Nuovomondo
These materials are created using a unique-patterned fiber extracted from prickly pear cactus plants.

Sustainability In Italy!

DYK? PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) and PGI (Protected Geographic Origin) seals encourage diverse agricultural food production by 
awarding products of excellence with strong ties to geography, in Italy, you may see this seal abbreviated as DOP (Denominazione di Origine 
Protetta). Italy's agricultural sector is one of the most sustainable in Europe, with the lowest C02 emissions despite a booming industry that boasts:

303 PDO/PGI products recognized by the EU
524 PDO/PGI wines
5,155 traditional regional products

Choreographer @marcopelle294, in collaboration with @awenfilms, the Embassy of Italy, and the Italian Cultural Institute of Washington D.C., 
brings sculpture to life in "Statuesque." Created for the 200th anniversary of Italian sculptor Antonio Canova's death, "Statuesque" is a series of 
dances inspired by Italy's most masterful sculptors.

@arduino.martina and @marco__agostino embody the bond between stillness and movement in the third installment, titled "Cristo Velato" ( "The
Veiled Christ"). Developed by Italian sculptor Giuseppe Sanmartino in 1753, Cristo Velato is a Baroque marble sculpture known for its remarkable 
"transparent" shroud.

#italianculturalinstitutewashingtondc ffiicwashington #italianembassy #statuesque #dance #ballet #principaldancer Smartinaarduino #marcoagostino

[reshare Statuesque post to story]

@arduino.martina and @marco__agostino embody the bond between stillness and movement in the third installment of "Statuesque." View ‘Cristo
Velato” ( "The Veiled Christ").
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The 2022 David di Donatello Awards are being held today in Cinecitta, Italy's studio entering a phase of revival and recovery after the pandemic.

This year's Awards are especially competitive, with a unique array of genres and generations of filmmakers represented in its nominees. Take a 
look

https://varietv.com/2022/film/alobal/david-di-donatello-awards-nominees-1235255259/

Choreographer Marco Pelle, in collaboration with @AwenFilms, the Embassy of Italy, and the @iicwashingtondc, brings sculpture to life in 
"Statuesque." Created for the 200th anniversary of Italian sculptor Antonio Canova's death, "Statuesque" is a series of dances inspired by Italy’s 
most masterful sculptors.

@arduinomartina and marcoagostinoscala, principal dancers from @teatro.alla.scala, embody the bond between stillness and movement in the third 
installment, titled “Cristo Velato” ( "The Veiled Christ"). Developed by Italian sculptor Giuseppe Sanmartino in 1753, Cristo Velato is a Baroque 
marble sculpture known for its remarkable "transparent" shroud.

Watch the video
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The 2022 @Labiennaledivenezia art exhibition, one of the most prestigious in the world, is currently taking place in Venice. This year's exhibition, 
curated by Italian Cecilia Alemani, aims to investigate bodies: their transformations, their relationship with technology, and their relationship with the 
Earth.

For the first time, Italy's pavilion represents a solo artist rather than a group. Gian Maria Tosatti's work, titled "Storia della Notte e Destino delle 
Comete" ( "History of the Night and Destiny of Comets"), invites viewers to consider the human impact of 20th-century industry and raises 
questions about the future and our relationship to the environment.

Learn more about Tosatti's Italian pavilion featured in "The Milk of Dreams."
https://www.voaue.com/article/aian-maria-tosatti-italian-pavilion-venice-valentino
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